
187. Folio from a Qu’ran 

Arab, North Africa, or Near East. Abbasid. C. eighth to ninth century C.E. Ink, color, and gold on 

parchment 

 Article at Khan Academy 

 The Qur'an is the sacred text of Islam, consisting of the divine revelation to the Prophet Muhammad in Arabic 

 the word Qur'an, which means “recitation,” suggests that manuscripts were of secondary importance to oral 

tradition 

 This two-page spread (or bifolium) of a Qur'an manuscript, which contains the beginning of Surat Al-'Ankabut 

(The Spider) 

 One page includes an inscription, which states that ʿAbd al-Munʿim Ibn Aḥmad donated the Qur'an to the Great 

Mosque of Damascus in 298 A.H. (July, 911 C.E.), although we do not know where or how long before this 

donation the manuscript was produced 

 The main text of the mushaf (pronounced muss-hoff), as manuscripts of the Qur'an are known, is written in brown 

ink. Arabic, the language of the divine word of Islam, is read from right to left 

 The text of each sura is further divided into verses by triangles made up of 5 gold circles located at the end of each 

verse (left). 

 The title of each sura is written in gold ink, and surrounded by a rectangle, filled here with an undulating golden vine  

 Because figural imagery such as human or animal forms was considered inappropriate for the ornamentation of 

sacred monuments and objects, artists relied on vegetal and geometric motifs when they decorated mosques and 

sacred manuscripts. Vines and palmettes like the ones that surround the sura heading here appear alone in sacred 

contexts, but they also accompanied animal and human forms in the secular decoration of palaces and textiles 

 The art of producing a mushaf began well before a pen was ever dipped into ink. The dimensions of each page 

were calculated before the parchment was cut, and the text was carefully situated relative to the edges of the 

pages. Each page of costly parchment (or vellum) in this Qur'an is larger than a standard sheet of printer paper, 

and contains only nine lines of calligraphy. These materials suggest both the dignity of the sacred text and the 

wealth of its patron, who was probably a member of the aristocratic elite 

 the pages of this manuscript are wider than they are tall. 

 The text-block of this manuscript has a height-to-width ratio of 2:3, and the width of the text-block is approximately 

equal to the height of the page. The height of each line of text was derived from the first letter of the alphabet, alif, 
which was in turn derived from the width of the nib of the reed pen used by the calligraphers to write the text 

 Each line was further divided into a set number of “interlines,” which were used to determine the heights of 

various parts of individual letters. There is no ruling on the parchment, however, so scribes probably placed each 

sheet of the semi-transparent parchment on a board marked with horizontal guidelines as they wrote. Memorizing 

and producing the proportions of each pen stroke, however, must have been part of the training of every scribe 

 The calligraphic style used by these early scribes of the Qur'an is known today as Kufic. Only two or three of the 

more than 1300 fragments and manuscripts written in Kufic that survive contain non-Qur'anic content 



o Kufic is not so much a single type of handwriting as it is a family of 17 related styles based on common 

principles, including a preference for strokes of relatively uniform thickness, short straight vertical lines 

and long horizontal lines, and a straight, horizontal baseline 
o Scribes also had some freedom in composing a page. They could emphasize individual words and balance 

the widths of lines of different length by elongating certain letters horizontally (a technique known as 

mashq). They could also adjust spacing between words and letters, and even split words between two 

lines, in order to balance positive and negative space across the page 

 In this mushaf, the spaces between non-connecting characters within a word are as wide as the spaces that 

separate different words (sometimes even wider!). For readers unfamiliar with the text, it is therefore difficult to 

figure out which letters should be grouped together to form words. This deliberate obfuscation would have slowed 

down readers, and it suggests that anyone who read aloud from these manuscripts had probably already 

memorized the text of the Qur'an and used the lavish manuscript only as a kind of mnemonic device 

 


